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AN OUTLINE OF THE SCIENTIFIC PROBLEM 

Nowadays the question is obvious: are we supposed to stick to conventional 

teaching and learning methods or are there any challenges and options that make it 

dramatically a new system. This question is naturally put in relation with teaching 

military related knowledge too. There are many of those who deal with interpreting 

notions of “distance learning” and “life-long-learning” and with their practical use but it 

can be seen that the status of this field of research is in a rather liquid. The Swedish 

principles and practice are regarded as a model by several experts although distance 

learning/teaching has a long history in other countries such as the USA, Canada, or 

Australia too.  

Distance learning/teaching has currently become one of the most important 

pedagogical problems. Traditional forms of training are based on the “long-term” 

concept of school system. Previously, for example, university level training (medical 

doctors, engineers, lawyers) provided mainly knowledge which prepared students for 

properly cultivating their professions until retirement age without any significant 

learning. In the 21st century these conditions cannot be entirely fulfilled. Therefore 

one of the most important principles of professional training will be to prepare experts 

capable until retirement instead of training professionals capable for eternity thus 

establishing the need and capacity of life-long learning. Both professional and 

contract military personnel needs continuous learning since valid promotion system is 

based on this.  

At the same time, however, it should be seen that the personnel of the 

Hungarian Defence Forces – in accordance with current policy and challenges – is 

permanently shrinking. Consequently the utilization of distance learning methodology 

– even if it does not include every field of studies – necessarily applies to military 

education as well including the training activities conducted by the Zrínyi MIklós 

National Defence University. The actual promotion system requires a continuous 

learning from the entire military personnel, which should be based on the 

continuously shrinking teaching staff of the ZMNDU. This fact predicts another one: 

new methodology should be introduced in training in order to maintain efficiency. 

However, this new methodology cannot involve a regular “withdrawal” of trainee 
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officers or contract personnel from their jobs. Only a training conducted 

simultaneously with active service can be viable in the future.  

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES  
1. On the basis of my research I disclose, demonstrate, and define what EU 

regulations should be applied in introducing distance learning into various 

training structures at the ZMNDU, what methodology and conditions should be 

used in teaching military or defence subjects through distance learning thus 

allowing the modernization of training and retraining system of professional 

and contract personnel at the ZMNDU.  

2. Through achieving my research objectives I prove that distance 

learning/teaching methodology can be adapted to the structure of training 

conducted at the National Defence University with regard to the special 

conditions of military education.  

3. I prove, structure, and define what technological means the ZMNDU should 

possess in order to conduct distance teaching and to develop electronic-based 

teaching materials.  

4. I prove, structure, and propose on needs for human resource in training and 

further training through distance learning/teaching at the ZMNDU.  

5. I prove that distance learning/teaching at the ZMNDU can be used as a basic 

method for retraining and further training of professional and contract military 

personnel.  

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
In order to achieve the stated objectives the following research methodology 

was used during the development of the thesis work::  

— through analyzing studies, articles and lectures I disclosed, and processed both 

international and Hungarian special literature;  

— by using various sources in special literature I made analyses in order to provide 

solid ground for conclusions and proposals;  
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— I participated in a number of professional consultations, meetings, conferences, 

and used the experience by its processing and evaluation in my research work;  

— through comparative analyses I disclosed all the opportunities which distance 

learning/ teaching can provide in the field of military training and further training 

system of the ZMNDU;  

— I did courses at various levels where I learned the tasks of distance tutors and the 

rules and opportunities of developing special teaching materials for distance 

education.   

A BRIEF DESCRITION OF RESEARCH  

In concert with research objectives I regarded the general system of distance 

learning/teaching definitions as a starting point for my thesis work. After defining the 

basic notions I examined the links between training and education conducted at the 

ZMNDU and the regulations by the European Union and the role of the latter in the 

Hungarian Information Society Strategy. The next step was to change perspectives 

and from general analysis to look into the specific military aspects of the EU 

education strategy. In the following parts of my thesis work I examined what EU 

requirements the ZMNDU distance learning/teaching e-materials should meet and 

what IT means or human resources are required for their development. Therefore my 

thesis work is divided into the following major units:  

Introduction provides justification for the topic, its topicality, outlines research 

methodology and the potential options of utilization of findings.  

Chapter 1 examines the basics of distance learning/teaching and analyses the 

specific requirements and conditions of military use of the methodology, systematizes 

the application of the EU regulations, principles and methodology in the training 

system of the ZMNDU, and also analyses the relation of this regulation with the 

Hungarian Information Society Strategy.  

Chapter 2 overviews both the opportunities and methodology of developing 

teaching materials for military training and education, which are conform to EU 

requirements.  
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Chapter 3 examines military aspects of educational and IT strategies of the EU 

and the current status of distance learning/teaching in the training structure if the 

ZMNDU.  

Chapter 4 describes  the IT means and human resources required for the 

development of distance learning/teaching e-materials to be used in the ZMNDU and 

the process of teaching materials development.  

In the Conclusion I outline the new scientific findings and make proposals 

regarding the potential utilization of accomplished PhD thesis work.  

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS  
In summary therefore I can state that taking into consideration and meeting 

the challenges of our century distance learning/teaching can be used as one of the 

ways of training and further training conducted at the ZMNDU. At the same time it is 

fairly possible that distance learning/teaching will primarily be used as a fundamental 

method in the system of further training courses. A further analysis of the potential 

advantages and disadvantages disclosed in my thesis may allow to make distance 

learning/teaching optimal, to increase further training at the ZMNDU, and to further 

enlarge the further training system. However, it should not be forgotten that distance 

learning/teaching is not a one-size-fits-all method and cannot be used for teaching 

every academic subject therefore a delicate balance has to be found and maintained 

through which our values and achievements can be preserved and all challenges can 

be met.  

Taking into consideration the documents of the EU and the current 

achievements it can be stated that as early as the establishing of Hungarian 

Information Strategy the EU’s principles were fulfilled. At the same time I wish to 

highlight that the authors of Hungarian Information Society Strategy paid special 

attention to the role played by education, including higher education. The most 

significant (both for the thesis and in general) of the training-related findings is that 

distance learning/teaching could be given an exceptional role both in accredited 

higher education and in other further training courses. One of the most important 

tools in this regard is e-learning networks. Life-long learning as a guiding principle 
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which is present in all of the analysed documents can be accomplished only through 

the use of IT tools. The continuous development of these tools requires financial 

support based on the National Development Plan. If the point laid out in the two 

documents can be accomplished the objectives and priorities set by the EU and 

aimed at the medium-term development of public education can be achieved. In the 

field of military training and further training at the ZMNDU, examined in my thesis 

also these principles laid out in the above documents should play a guiding role. A 

further basis for these training structures can be provided by the EU education 

information strategy.  

Due to the continuous changes I do not give a detailed introduction of the IT 

systems of the ZMNDU. At the same time, however, it is obvious from the above 

points that no European level has been achieved at the ZMNDU as for the hardware 

and software means are concerned. The foreign and Hungarian education institutions 

examined in the thesis are in different positions than the ZMNDU with its special 

features and its exceptional situation. However, from the special features it also 

comes that the global trend that every academic subject can be taught through 

distance learning/teaching does not apply to certain military subjects. The 

reprocessing of curricula of theoretical subjects into ones teachable by distance 

learning/teaching methodology is done on a continuous basis. Other necessary 

reprocessing, such as developing teaching materials, preparation of teachers, etc. 

however is not smooth although there have been significant achievements in this 

field. In the case of teaching practice-based subjects (e.g. tactics) the situation is not 

so clear. There are differing opinions among the teachers too on these subjects. A 

potential alternative could be, a little like in correspondence courses, the training in 

theoretical subjects through distance learning/teaching while the practice-based part 

of training could be conducted in the framework of contact hours/classes through 

conventional methods.  

The presented EU rules, recommendations, and various standards that have 

to be taken into consideration during the preparation of our e-training materials 

generate a significant need in the field of tools and human resources. The minimum 

of tools (hardware, software), which I outline, necessary for the development of e-

training materials at an increasingly high level requires significant financial 
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investments even under the current dire financial conditions. An increasingly efficient 

utilization of the capacities of a constantly decreasing teaching staff may allow 

meeting requests in the field of human resources.  

Considering the actual financial options I regard it reasonable to provide a 

decentralized management to the e-training materials to be developed in the 

framework of Hungarian Defence Forces from the very beginnings. This means that 

unlike in the current strictly centralized framework systems, different tasks should be 

dealt with in a different way, allowing the involvement of the existing technology and 

tools of other organizations, units, of course, preserving the leading role of the 

ZMNDU. A similar decentralized structure can be applied in the case of human 

resource management too. It would be rather unwise to exclude those experts who 

have a direct contact with the target population of training. Naturally this fact brings 

about another problem to resolve. In this case geographic distance should also be 

taken into consideration but by elaborating a proper cooperation system this situation 

can be managed and experts serving in remote garrisons can also be involved.  

As the above points indicate, the development of an e-learning material is not 

a simple activity. The demonstrated process defines several applicable programs 

which should be used at a professional level or certain elements of development 

work will be rather difficult. However, it should also be seen that the usable programs 

cannot be omnipotent and exclusive. There are several software versions in the 

market, which can help with problem solving but during selection all factors should be 

taken into consideration. One of such factors is cost effectiveness which can be 

achieved by the use of off-the-shelf programs. When choosing a program the content 

to be presented should also be considered. In the case of military subjects this is 

even more so since not every document can be managed as “unclassified”. 

Therefore the use of “classified” materials also requires the knowledge of integrated 

security system of the used software especially if the teaching materials are to be 

accessed through the internet too. In the case of attached pictures and video-files 

another aspect is how these can be kept up-to-date. This requires a continuous link 

to relevant organizations, and other units as they may have these materials. In most 

cases the content to be taught can be decisive for defining accessibility and the 

solution can be a secure intranet.  
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NEW SCIENTIFIC FINDINGS AND PROPOSALS  

When analyzing the military application of distance learning/teaching as a new 

method I achieved the research objectives set in the introduction of my thesis. On the 

basis of my PhD thesis based on my scientific research I can lay out the following 

findings that I suggest should be taken as new scientific findings:  

1. I disclosed and structured the military-related education and IT strategies of 

the EU and the EU standards relating to distance teaching conducted by 

ZMNDU thus proving potential adaptation of distance learning/teaching into 

military education.  

2. I proved, that distance teaching can be a fundamental method in military 

career courses and identified opportunities and methodology of developing e-

teaching materials meeting the requirements of both the EU and the 

Hungarian Defence Forces.  

3. I defined the tools necessary for distance teaching at ZMNDU meeting 

hardware and software requirements.  

4. I defined the technological tools necessary for developing e-learning materials 

appropriate for the specific situations at ZMNDU.  

5. I defined and made proposals on human resource and teacher needs for 

teaching materials development at ZMNDU.  

PROPOSALS AND SUGGESTIONS  

In my opinion the material of PhD thesis work can be used in planning, 

structuring, and conducting distance training courses at the Zrínyi Miklós National 

Defence University. It can also be used in establishing materials development 

laboratories hopefully to be established in the future and can also help in planning 

human resources for the use in distance learning/teaching. As a theme for further 

research I suggest a comprehensive analysis of cost efficiency of distance training 

courses conducted at the ZMNDU, the accreditation of new BSc and MSc can be 

examined separately, and the potential launch of new major subjects in the 

framework of distance learning/teaching. Taking into consideration the special 

features of military education another potential direction of research can be an 
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analysis of switching distance learning into Hungarian and foreign military IT 

networks – obeying information security rules. 
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